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Different Tyees ofp Sensors useo in Automoiines

Automobile sensors are intelligent sensors which can be used to control and process the 

pressure of oil, temperature, level of emission, coolant levels, etc. There are diferent ttpes of 

sensors used in automobiles, but knowing the working of these sensors is essental. In order to 

the functon of these sensors, here we have listed some popular sensors used in automobiles 

which include the following.

1.Mass Air Fnow Sensor  The MAF or Mass airfow sensor is one of the essental sensor used in 

automobiles. This sensor is used in an engine of the car. This sensor can be controlled bt a 

computer and can calculate the air densitt in the engine. If the working of this sensor halts, 

then the running of the vehicle will be stopped. In additon, the usage of petroleum will be high.

These sensors are classifed into two ttpes namelt vane meter & hot wire.

2.Engine Seeeo Sensor

The engine speed sensor in the automobile can be connected to the crankshaf. The main 

purpose of this sensor is to monitor the crankshafts rotatng speed. So that fuel injecton & the 

engine tming can be controlled. There are diferent wats for the vehicle engine to stop 

unexpectedlt. So this sensor will stop that for car drivers.

3.Oxygen Sensor

Located in the exhaust stream, usuallt near the exhaust manifold and afer the catalttc 

converter, the oxtgen sensor (or O2 sensor) monitors the content of exhaust gases for the 

proporton of oxtgen. The informaton is compared to the oxtgen content of ambient air and is 

used to detect whether the engine is running a rich fuel rato or a lean one. The engine 

computer uses this informaton to determine fuel metering strategt and emission controls.

4.Seark Knock Sensor

The spark knock sensor is used to ensure whether the fuel is burning smoothlt, otherwise, it 

will cause an unexpected igniton. This igniton is vert dangerous which will cause damage in 



  

the engine of the car like damage of rings, head gasket, and rod bearings. Fitng these parts can

be costlt. So this sensor is used to save all the troubles occurred in an engine of the car.

5.Coonant Sensor

The coolant sensor is the most signifcant sensor used in automobiles. Because the computer 

depends on the sensor inputs to control all the functons. For instance, turn ON/OFF the EFE 

ststem (Earlt Fuel Evaporaton), retard, spark advance, the fow of EGR, and canister purge. 

Generallt, this sensor can be connected on the board. If the sensor is failed, then there will be 

some indicatons stalling, like poor fuel mileage, etc. So, the status of the sensor should be 

checked whether it is defectve or not. If it is damaged, then it will be a problem.

6.Manifpono Aisonute Pressure Sensor

The short term of the manifold absolute pressure is MAP. The main functon of this sensor in an

automobile is to monitor the load of an engine. Mostlt, it measures the dissimilaritt among 

manifold pressure. This can be received from the outside pressure bt the car to make sure that 

the car engine is capable to receive petroleum depending on the changes within the pressure.

7.Fuen Temeerature Sensor

The fuel sensor is used to check the temperature of the fuel contnuallt whether the fuel 

utlizaaton is optmum or not. If the fuel of the engine is cold, then it will take much tme to burn

due to its high densitt. Similarlt, if the fuel is warm then it will take less tme to burn. Here, the 

main problem is the infow varting levels. So this can injure other parts of an automobile. This 

sensor will monitor the petroleum is injected at the right speed and temperature. So that 

engine of the automobile works properlt.

8.Vontage Sensor

Voltage Sensor is one ttpe of sensor used in automobiles. The main functon of this sensor is to 

manage the car speed and to make sure the speed of is increased (or) decreased as required. So

it is essental to have in tour car.


